WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE AWARDS

May 18, 2021
2:00 p.m. CT
PROGRAM
To begin at 2:00 p.m. CT

Welcome
Dean Nancy Staudt

Keynote Address
Vice Dean Peggie Smith

Presentation of Awards
Associate Dean Elizabeth Walsh

Closing Remarks
Dean Nancy Staudt
AWARD RECIPIENTS

Luke Gregory Allen
Claire Kristine Atwood
Alyssa Lynn Aubuchon
Caitlin J. Bailey
Jacob Andrew Brackmann
Jacob C. Britz
James Leonard Burst III
Katherine Rose Calabrese
Frank Thomas Cascone
Phillip Clifton
Nicholas Charles Coyle
Ryan William Deal
Kolten Charles Ellis
Ashley Marie Flakus
Jayce Gustafson
Tae Hyup Ha
Jenifer Nicole Hartley
Joanna Pauline Jensen
Galen Loyd Knowles
Sarah Nicole Kreger
Samuel Travis Levy
Xiaoyang Li
Jake Massel
Rachel Mattingly Phillips
Siobhán O’Carroll
Julia Ann Burke Pair
Connor Jonathon Pestovich
David H. Reck
Seth Michael Reid
Benjamin A. Schoenkin
Ryan Andrew Schultheis
Morgen Seim
Alexander George Siemers
Austin Stanton
Nathan Robert Thibon
Madeline Divers Townsley
Sean Mitchell Vogt
Allison Marie Walter
Shaoyao Yu